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	JasperReports: Reporting for Java Developers, 9781904811909 (1904811906), Packt Publishing, 2006
JasperReports is the world's most popular embeddable Java open source reporting library, providing Java developers with the power to easily create rich print and web reports. This book shows you exactly how to get started, and develop the skills to get the most from JasperReports. The book steers you through each point of report setup, to creating, designing, formatting, and exporting reports with data from a wide range of datasources, and integrating JasperReports with other Java frameworks. Starting with the basics of adding reporting capabilities to your application, and creating report templates you will first see how to produce your reports through the use of JRXML files, custom ANT targets, and then see preview them in both the browser and the native browser of JasperReports. Getting data into your reports is the next step, and you will see how to get data from a range of datasources, not only databases, but XML files, and Java Objects, among others. You will create better looking reports with formatting and grouping, as well as adding graphical elements to the report. You will export your reports to a range of different formats, including PDF and XML. Creating reports will be made even easier with a walkthrough of the iReport Designer visual designing tool. To round things off, you will see how to integrate your reports with other Java frameworks, using Spring or Hibernate to get data for the report, and Java Server Faces or Struts for presenting the report

To use this book, you will of course need JasperReports. This is freely downloadable from http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/jasperreports.

About the Author
David R. Heffelfinger has been developing software professionally since 1995; he has been using Java as his primary programming language since 1996. He has worked on many large-scale projects for several clients including Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae, and the US Department of Defense. He has a Masters degree in Software Engineering from Southern Methodist University. David is editor in chief of Ensode.net (http://www.ensode.net ), a website about Java, Linux, and other technology topics.
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How to Plan, Contract and Build Your Own HomeMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Classic Blueprint for Do-It-Yourself Homebuilders Updated to Reflect the Latest Materials, Techniques, and Options!
  Covering everything from hiring the right vendors to choosing fixtures, this information-packed guide is a step-by-step roadmap for building a new home or remodeling an existing one. The heavily-revised Fourth Edition...


		

Agile Office 365: Successful Project Delivery Practices for an Evolving PlatformApress, 2018

	
		Plan, deploy, and run Office 365 using an agile project management approach. This soup-to-nuts guide teaches you how to apply agile techniques in order to make your Office 365 implementation a success, even as the Microsoft Office 365 platform continues to evolve and introduce new features.
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XML How to Program (1st Edition)Prentice Hall, 2000
XML How to Program includes extensive pedagogic features:
	Hundreds of "live-code" programs with screen captures that show exact outputs
	Extensive World Wide Web and Internet resources to encourage further research
	Programming tips, recommended practices and...






	

Odoo 11 Development Cookbook: Over 120 unique recipes to build effective enterprise and business applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create fast and efficient server-side applications using the latest features of Odoo v11

	
		Key Features

		
			Get the most up-to-date guide on Odoo 11 to create custom and reusable modules
	
			Interconnect your application with other systems by implementing web APIs
	...




		

Wearable Robots: Biomechatronic ExoskeletonsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008


	Being a multidisciplinary area involving subjects such as mechanics, electronics and computing, the

	evolution and spread of robotics to different application sectors still requires intense interaction with

	other fields of science and technology. This applies equally when dealing with wearable robots,

	meaning robotic systems that a...

		

Underwater Robots: Motion and Force Control of Vehicle-Manipulator SystemsSpringer, 2006
This book deals with the main control aspects in underwater manipulation tasks. The mathematical model with significant impact on the control strategy is discussed. The problem of controlling a 6-degrees-of-freedoms autonomous underwater vehicle is deeply investigated and a survey of fault detection/tolerant strategies for unmanned underwater...
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